Scalar mixing is interpreted in tercos of the growth or decay with time of an infinitesimal spatia l volume located between two neighboring iso-scalar surfaces . The divergence of the velocity of propagation of iso-scalar surfaces relative to the fluid and perpendicular to them yields a variable which may be interpreted as the inverse of a scalar characteristic mixing time . Two contributions , the planar iso-scalar surface part and the one due to its curvature, are distinguished . The former i s directly linked to the diffusive and chemical mechanisms contributing to the evolution of the scalar dissipation rate . The second rank symmetric tensor, a2 Cl ax ; ax1 , seems to play an important role in these definitions . Direct numerical simulations (DNS) help to identify possible dependences o f a 2C/ax ;axl on its invariants . © 1999 American Institute of Physics . [S1070-6631(99)03709-5 ]
. INTRODUCTIO N
Fluctuations at a wide range of time and length scales are typical of scalar fields undergoing mixing by a turbulen t flow. Either the scalar central moments or the scalar probability density function (pdf) 1-4 can be used as indicators of the degree or quality of mixing . Molecular diffusion enhanced by scalar-gradient straining by the turbulence produces a systematic reduction of the central moments and o f the scalar range over which the pdf spans .
Mixing can also be interpreted in terms of the dynamic s of iso-scalar surfaces . 5 In the present paper, scalar mixing is viewed as the processes of appearance and disappearance o f spatial regions with different scalar values, leading asymptotically to a single uniform concentration. For a particular scalar value, the time rate of change of those spatial region s is characterized by a local and instantaneous mixing time . This time depends explicitly upon the scalar derivatives and , for a reactive scalar, upon the reaction rate ; the velocity fiel d implicitly enters the definition of this characteristic mixing time .
Section II describes the mathematical approach in thi s work . In Sec . III, some direct numerical simulation result s are presented to justify a possible dependence of the tenso r a 2c/ax;axi on V 2c for statistically homogeneous tubulence and scalar fields . Conclusions and future work are summarized in Sec . IV .
II . MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIO N
The scalar concentration C(x,t) obeys the equatio n2'3
where u(x,t) is a solenoidal turbulent velocity field, D is the Fickian diffusion coefficient, and w(C) is a chemical sourc e terco . Here C can be decomposed into a mean value, (C), and a fluctuating part c(x,t) .
Transport equations for the various moments of c can b e easily obtained from (1) . Alternatively, a transport equation for the pdf of C,P(F ;x,t), can be derived.2'4 P(F;x,t)dI' i s the probability of FsC(x,t)<F+dF at x and t .
For a statistically homogeneous scalar field, P(I ' ;t)d[' is equal to the space fraction where F' C(x, t) < F + dF . 6 Since IVCIc_r=dFldn , P(F ;t)dF= VJs(r)IOCIr)rdF,
where V is the volume under consideration and S(I') stand s for the area of the iso-scalar surface C(x,t)[' whose normal is n= -V C/ I V C1, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The time rate of change of (dn), the distance along n separating the point x on the iso-scalar surface C(x,t) = U from the point x-(dn)n on the iso-scalar surface C(x,t ) =I'+dI', is determined by uc[x-(dn)n,t]-uc(x,t) =-(chi )(n•V)uc+O(dn2) . It can be readily expressed as
where u`(x,t)=u(x,t)+V(x,t)n(x,t) is the iso-scalar surface progression velocity. Here V is the iso-scalar surfac e velocity relative to the local fluid in the direction normal t o S(F) . The time rate of change of the infinitesimal volum e dV=dS(I')dn is easily written as
From the previous definition and from Eqs . (3) and (4), i t can be stated that
where C ,i denotes a derivative with respect to xi ,(8C/axi ) .
As in Eq . (9), the first bracket on the right side of Eq .
(12) yields the planar iso-scalar surface contribution whil e the second accounts for the curvature effects . Taking the derivative of Eq .
(1) with respect to x i an d subsequent multiplication by C ,i leads to
From Eqs . (4) and (5), the time rate of change of th e surface density function (sdf) ,5 £(x,t)=dS(F)/dV, is given by
Taking into account that d/dt=a/at+(u`.V) and replacing u`by its definitions, Eq . (6) adopts the form customarily encountered in the literature . 5 For a statistically homogeneous scalar field, one can obtain the time rate of change of the pdf, P(F ;t), as dP 1 f
V•ud t VJs(F)I VC lc= r
V u`seems, apparently, to play a crucial role in th e determination of the rate at which the fraction of space where r _ C(x, t) < r + dt grows or decays . It can be interpreted as the inverse of a local and instantaneous characteristic tim e around the iso-scalar surface C(x,t)=F, namely,
Here Tc can be either negative or positive . For values of I' far away from the mean, (C),TC will tend to be negative , while it will be positive for concentrations in the neighborhood of (C) .
As
The first term on the right side of Eq . (13) accounts for the straining of scalar gradients ; it can also be rephrased a s -C ,i C JSu , Sil being the rate of strain tensor. The second and third terms take into consideration the molecular transport and the molecular dissipation of ( C ,i C,i , respectively. The last term reflects the action of the chemical source upon scalar gradients .
The planar iso-scalar surface contribution in Eq. (12 ) obviously incorporates the diffusive and reactive changes o f (z) C,i C ,i , while excluding the straining effects . The straining by the velocity gradients is implicitly included in the firs t terco on the right side of (12) since the evolution of (V c)2, clearly, depends upon the strain field.
The statistics of the second rank symmetric tensor C ,i seems to be essential in order to determine V • u' . It enter s both the planar and the curvature-induced contributions . The joint statistics of dw/dC and of C,i appear in the planar contribution.
dS(F) .
(7 )
III . STATISTICALLY HOMOGENEOUS FIELDS . SOM E RESULTS
where V • n= -2H(x, t), H being the local mean curvature of the iso-scalar surface .5 For planar iso-scalar surfaces n • V V= aV/an is the only contribution to V • u`. Equation (1) can be alternatively written a s a +u`• VC= 0 .
Identifying Eqs .
(1) and (10) yields, for C(x, t) = r' , 5
(1 1) = For simplicity, the specification C(x, t) = U will be omitted hereafter .
From Eq . (11) and from the definition of n, one can operate and substitute into Eq . (9), obtaining For a statistically homogeneous scalar field the mean concentration, C), is only a function of t and, therefore , C,i = c ,i . Equation (13) 
where EE =D 2c ,uc ,1 is the dissipation rate of scalar dissipation rate . Direct numerical simulation (DNS) results shown in thi s section have been obtained using a Fourier-Galerkin spectra l method to approximate spatial derivatives under periodi c boundary conditions for the three coordinate directions . The A forcing scheme similar to that of Eswaran and Pope 9 has been incorporated to the code and used in a part of the simulations . The method combines six Uhlenbeck-Ornstei n independent processes of variante o-2 and forcing characteristic time TL ; in this manner, a solenoidal field is added t o the simulated velocity, incorporating some kinetic energy t o the low wave number part of the spectrum without, presummably, affecting the dissipative scales .
The scalar fields are generated prescribing the scalar energy spectrum where E 0(k) is one-dimensional. The scalar spectrum is taken as a top-hat functio n
where ks is a characteristic wave number . This allows som e choice of the characteristic spatial structures of the scala r field. If Fourier components of the scalar field are denoted by 10(k), the scalar spectrum can be generated using the expression 
VE e 27,•rw ,
where cp is a random variable with a uniform pdf over th e [0,1] interval . Once the scalar values are generated, they are transformed onto the physical space .
A second-order Runge-Kutta method has been used fo r the time integration where accuracy has been checked with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta.
The quality of the DNS has been specially controlled . Apart from observing the conventional parameters (namely , integral length smaller than one-third the cube side dimension and maximum wave number times the Kolmogorov microscale smaller than one), the matching of the evolution o f the two sides of the statistical balance equations for the variance and for the scalar dissipation rate has been taken as a quality indicator for the DNS and for the satisfaction of th e statistical homogeneity. 
IV . CONCLUSION S
Mixing of inert and reactive scalars have been interpreted in tercos of the decay or growth of infinitesimal volumes between two iso-scalar surfaces . A characteristic tim e is defined along this process . The contribution to this characteristic time is decomposed into a planar iso-scalar par t and a curvature-induced terco . The planar contribution is directly related to the scalar dissipation rate diffusive fluxes and to its chemical modification.
The second rank symmetric tensor c ,;; is essential to the planar and curvature contributions . The DNS tends to indicate that c ,;; might be approximated as a diagonal tensor. High-resolution DNS should help to clarify the functiona l dependence of the defined characteristic mixing time as a function of the scalar concentration . All existing molecular mixing models2 '4 encompass a scalar fluctuation decay tim e which is either externally supplied or calculated from additional equations . In practical cases, that characteristic time i s often related to the turbulent kinetic energy decay time . Here Tc , defined by Eq . (8), seems a consistent characteristic tim e to be probably used in modeling scalar mixing . The distribution of 7,, as a function of the scalar concentration and it s dependence upon scalar field derivatives and reaction should be instrumental in the formulation of multiple time model s and guide in the formulation of scalar turbulent mixing closures . Thís time should also be parametrized as a function o f the strain field distribution, Reynolds, Schmidt, and Damkdhler numbers . 2.00x10-3
